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Linden Leaf Tree
On October 29, at 12:24 pm I found this leaf at the Pawtuckaway homestead 128
Mountain Rd, Nottingham, New Hampshire. The homestead is a graveyard and it is
located close to the entrance to the park. It was about 45 degrees outside, while it was
windy and partially cloudy. There were a lot of trees and leaves surrounding me so I sat
down to look around to see what I
could find. And sitting right next to me,
was a small tree with leaves on it.
I started to study the leaves and I took
one to look at it. This leaf that I found
was a Linden leaf. The leaf has a
brownish stem. It is long and hard to
break while the leaf is still alive, but
once the leaf had died, the stem was very easy to break and it snapped right off. The
veins in the leaf were all connected to the middle vein and each of them were
connected to the mirrored vein on the opposite side of the middle vein. Each of the
veins had smaller veins connected to them. Each of the small veins touched the end of
the leaf. The leaf had little spiked shapes all around the edges of the leaf that were a
little sharp. And a long point at the tip of the leaf. As the leaf started to die, it started to

have small and big holes and brown spots all over the leaf.
The Linden leaf tree is found in moist habitats, but the species adapts to different
soil types, including clay, sand, loam, acidic and alkaline. And it can grow almost
anywhere. The trees normally grow in sunny areas with soft, wet soil surrounding it.
Linden trees are normally native to North America and traditionally found throughout
northern New England.
These plants are highly edible and they
are not poisonous whatsoever. Linden
leaves are native to North America,
Europe and Asia. They can mostly be
found in New England. “These trees
produce soft and easily worked timber,
which has very little grain and a density of 560 kg/m3. It was often used by German
tribes for constructing shields. It is a popular wood for model building and for carving.”

In the past, I wonder what these trees have been used for. They are used now for
things like carving and in the past German soldiers have used them to make shields.
But I wonder in the far past, were they used for anything else?

Permaculture news
https://www.permaculturenews.org/2021/04/03/four-of-our-favourite-trees-with-edible-leaves/#:~:
text=The%20heart%20shaped%20young%20leaves,soothing%20anxiety%20and%20reducing
%20fever.

Linden Tree Growth
https://homeguides.sfgate.com/linden-tree-growth-64656.html

Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilia?scrlybrkr=8f57302d

